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<th>Status Update</th>
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</table>
| Supervisor training redesign                     | Brooke Hall and Erin Anhoury | Shannon Biteng                                   | Winter 2019         | Proceed with caution | Proceed with caution | • Oregon Executive Leadership project around clinical supervision incorporated into foundation building of supervisor training.  
• Casey Family Programs providing technical support.  
• Supervisor competencies and are being refined with the support of Casey. |
| Coordinated response to abuse                    | Erin Anhoury           | Lacey Andresen, Tami Kane-Suleiman, and Greg Westbrooks | June 2019           | Proceed with Caution | Proceed with Caution | Update Sensitive Issue Review Protocol  
• Assessment of current process occurring with respective Central Office Program Managers.  
• Project framework in development.  
Proceed with Caution |
|                                                       |                       |                                                  |                     |                   |                     | Review of foster home certification exceptions  
• Recommendations have been included into a protocol and is currently in draft form pending approval. |
• Elements of this project work are being incorporated enterprise wide.  
• Child Welfare will be developing an infrastructure for annual community forums. |
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